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YA FANTASY

LIGHT OF LORELEI
A “lush” and “evocative”
dystopian fantasy
(Publishers Weekly)

SUMMARY
When Enna is gifted a strange musical
device from the mainland, she begins to
learn the secrets behind her island
home. With haunting siren songs luring
people to their deaths, is she doomed to
be taken by the sea?
Soon, she discovers that secrets are
being kept from the islanders by the
mayor of Skylge. With shadows lurking
just beneath the ocean’s surface, not
everything is as it seems on the island of
Skylge… An enthralling story full of
deep-sea mysteries, intrigue, and
romance!

PERFECT
FOR

mermaid
FANS

Jen Minkman (1978) writes YA
paranormal romance and
dystopian fiction. Her novels
have sold thousands of copies in
English, Spanish and Dutch. She
won 2nd prize in the prestigious
Harland Awards 2016 (a Dutch
award in recognition of
outstanding novellas in the Dutch
sci-fi and fantasy landscape) and
hit the USA Today bestseller list
in August 2017 as part of the
Shattered Worlds YA
paranormal collection.

MORE INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS:

full manuscript in English available
108,000 words / published in 2019
LGBTQ+ representation

RIGHTS SOLD TO OTHER WORKS BY JEN
MINKMAN:

Shadow of Time sold to Taiwan
(Ebook Dynasty)
The Boy From The Woods sold to
Germany (Diderot Verlag)

'Lush descriptions of a
fantasy-tinged Dutch
culture, in a
contemporary world
similar to ours, support
evocative storytelling
that should easily pique
readers' interest.'
Publishers Weekly

YA FANTASY

THE SELKIE'S GIFT
MARA LI
A unique YA trilogy with a blend
of mythology and dystopia
Follow the story of young King Arthur
through the eyes of his sister Nimue,
and let yourself be taken to a postapocalyptic Europe full of magic and
mythology.
Arthur and Nimue live with their
grandmother and only know about their
mother through stories. This changes
when Nimue finds an old diary in
theattic that used to belong to Rona,
their mother. When their village is
destroyed by a storm and their grandmother passes away, the two siblings
set out to find their mother with the
diary as a guideline. Where has Rona
disappeared to?

During their trek through a grim
and disease-infected Europe, Nimue
is plagued by visions of a specter
shrouded in mist, watching their
every step. Why is he following
them - and what is the connection
between Arthur and Nimue and the
Spirit World?

''This is a wonderfully conceived
dystopian novel with a believable
cause and well thought-out
repercussions.'
Eric Klein, sci-fi author

Mara Li (1987) gets her
inspiration from mythology
and folk tales all over the
world. Her first novel, The
Voice of the Sea (part one of
a trilogy) was nominated for
the prestigious Harland
Award for Best Dutch
Fantasy Novel in 2015.

MORE INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS:

2,500 copies sold / 3 books in the series
(The Voice of the Sea,The Call of Avalon,
The Coming of the King)
90,000 / 80,000 / 120,000 words
full English translation of entire trilogy
available
RIGHTS SOLD TO OTHER WORKS BY
MARA LI:

Half Face sold to the US (Lands Atlantic
Publishing)

'The wonderful
combination of folklore
and modern life coupled
with a belief in the spirit
world make for a unique
reading experience.'
Jeanine Feunekes for Book
Club De Perfecte Buren

Peppered with poems from
the author herself. Excerpt:
'Saint Gwenhael, Lord of
the sea
Tonight, a bark puts out to
sea
Oh Gwenhael, Lord of the
sea
How frail the bark, how
wild the sea.'

YA FANTASY

ELLOWYN'S TOWER
a freestyle retelling of Rapunzel mixed with ancient Welsh
legends and LGBTQ+ representation

SUMMARY
A lonely tower, a petrified army
and a princess who seeks her brother,
but finds love instead.
Merryn's brother Arthen only has to do
one thing to become king: prove himself
by going to the lost domain and finding a
bride or a miracle. Merryn anxiously
awaits for his return, until she discovers
that some courtiers are plotting Arthen's
downfall. Merryn travels to the lost
domain herself to warn Arthen.
Once there, however, she stumbles upon
a tower, in which the unworldly girl
Ellowyn lives.

Who is Ellowyn, and can Merryn possibly
save her too...?
A story about bravery, overcoming your
fears. and queer love.

Cathinca van Sprundel is the
author of a series of children's
books based on Welsh
mythology. Her debut novel,
The Lady of Myrdin, has
received favorable reviews and
is pefect for fans of Tonke
Dragt's early work.

MORE INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS:

Will be published in October 2021
reading sample in English available
70,000 words
LGBTQ+ representation
RIGHTS SOLD TO OTHER WORKS BY
CATHINCA VAN SPRUNDEL:

prequel (The Hero of Anwyn) sold in
Taiwan (Ebook Dynasty)
rights available to all countries

‘With a fantastical setting
as a backdrop, Ellowyns
Tower is a skillfully-penned
novel by Cathinca van
Sprundel. An author to
keep an eye out for!’
SUN AND MOON, Holland's
largest YA book blog

YA DYSTOPIAN

SAHANA
a gripping and at times gruesome dystopian tale about a brave
girl who fights for her freedom

SUMMARY
Seven Great Houses resurrected
underneath the ruins of former world
cities.
Seven Great Families promised to keep
the peace forever.
Sixteen-year-old Nyah sees the sun only
twice a year. The rest of the time she
stays underground. There, she works for
one of the Great Families in exchange for
protection from the radiation caused by
the Last War. Then, while at work, Nyah
sees horrific images of the outside world:
they are the bloodied fields she has seen
in her nightmares for years.

Before she has a chance to find out how
those forbidden images got into her
dreams, she is sold to the heir of the
most notorious Great Family. Now a
prisoner of this capricious boy, she will
never again have a chance to find out the
truth about her dreams...unless she runs.
To be truly free, Nyah must give up the
last vestiges of her security and find out
the truth about her past and the role she
is to play in New Europe. Only when she
knows what she is fighting for will she be
able to win.

Ruby Coene (1986) has her own
practice as a children's and
youth therapist in Utrecht.
Besides writing, she loves to
read and travel. Her YA debut
Sanaha is an intense and
gripping story about a future
Europe where one girl rises up
to overthrow the ruling class
that has held her captive all of
her life.

MORE INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS:

Sold 250 copies in the first month
reading sample in English available
80,000 words

RIGHTS SOLD TO OTHER WORKS BY RUBY
COENE:

rights available to all countries

‘The thin line between good
and evil makes you think
twice. This story grabs you
and doesn't let go!’
Tazzy Jeninga, YA blogger

YA FANTASY

IRONHEART
MARA LI
A historical fantasy set in 10thcentury Ireland
Throughout her life, young weaver
Cliona has been troubled by ominous
dreams. When her house is destroyed
by a strange accident, she finds shelter
with the monks who once found her in
the forest as a baby.
But her life really changes when a new
landlord takes up residence in the
nearby Oak Castle and takes an interest
in her. Although Lord Declan seems to
be a charming and generous man, Cliona
has a feeling that he is keeping a dark
secret. What's more, his taciturn
servant Cú is doing everything he can to
scare her off.

But what if an ancient magic is
brought to life and Cliona's loved
ones are suddenly in danger? Will
Cú be willing to fight by her side or
will he betray her?

''Any fan of Juliet Marillier will have a
blast with this well-written young
adult book!.'
Jen Minkman, USA Today
bestselling author

Mara Li (1987) gets her
inspiration from mythology
and folk tales all over the
world. Her first novel, The
Voice of the Sea (part one of
a trilogy) was nominated for
the prestigious Harland
Award for Best Dutch Fantasy
Novel in 2015.

MORE INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS:

1000 copies sold in the first year
80,000 words
full English translation available

RIGHTS SOLD TO OTHER WORKS BY
MARA LI:

Half Face sold to the US (Lands Atlantic
Publishing)

'Mara Li has written
another beautiful book
that has a true fairy tale
atmosphere. Mara Li has
portrayed medieval life
well in this story.'
Jeanine Feunekes for Book
Club De Perfecte Buren

CHILDREN'S
LITERATURE

THE LADY OF MYRDIN
'The Lady of Myrdin' - over 2,000 copies sold!
Based on the Welsh Mabinogion, this children's book is a firm
favorite with fantasy lovers and fans of mythology
SUMMARY
Every wish and every magic spell has its
price...
Seven years ago, Airys lost it all to the
Other World: her mother, her father, and
her lands: the Pricipality of Dyfed. For
seven long years, she served Queen
Aranrod, who promised to help her win
back Dyfed.
Now that the time has come to fight for
her lands, Airys finds that the Queen's
help is not what she expected. She was
promised her own realm... but the island
the Queen gives her as her reward for
years of service is the cursed island of
Myrdin.

On this island, Airys will have to battle
her fears and inner demons in order to
regain what she has lost. Fortunately,
she has two faithful friends who help her
during her quest on the magical island.
Will Airys succeed and claim her throne
as the rightful heiress of Dyfed?

FOR FANS
OF

Tonke Dragt
FAMOUS DUTCH
CHILDREN"S AUTHOR

Cathinca van Sprundel is the
author of a series of children's
books based on Welsh
mythology. Her debut novel,
The Lady of Myrdin, has
received favorable reviews and
is pefect for fans of Tonke
Dragt's early work.

MORE INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS:

2,000 copies sold
Full manuscript in English available /
prequel also available in English
76,000 words
RIGHTS SOLD:

prequel (The Hero of Anwyn) sold in
Taiwan (Ebook Dynasty)
rights available to all other countries

‘With a fantastical setting
as a backdrop, The Lady of
Myrdin is a skillfully-penned
debut novel by Cathinca
van Sprundel. An author to
keep an eye out for!’
SUN AND MOON, Holland's
largest YA book blog

YA CONTEMPORARY

THE MUSEUM OF LOST
AND FOUND

an #ownvoices story about an autistic girl who falls in love for
the first time

SUMMARY
Diede has Asperger's syndrome, a
driver's license she doesn't use, and
kleptomaniac tendencies.

Diede knows Robin from when they
went to the same high school and is
hesitant to talk to him at first, because
he used to be one of the cool kids and
she was... well, introvert.

At home, most of the attention goes to
her autistic brother, so it's usually hard to
be with her family. Secretly she can't wait Will they be able to find something in
for the summer vacation to end.
each other that they're unable to find on
their own?
When Robin moved houses, he brought
nothing more than the clothes he was
wearing and a bag full of textbooks. The
relationship with his family is under a lot
of pressure because of why they moved.
He would prefer to forget everything that
happened.

Emma Zegers is the pseudonym
of Femke Hendriks. In 1991 she
was born in Limburg, where she
still lives today. In 2003 she
discovered The Voice, which
made music an integral part of
her life. This showed when she
started writing her first story.
The combination of these two
passions has shaped her into the
person that she is today.

MORE INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS:

Sold 250 copies in the first month
reading sample in English available
70,000 words

RIGHTS SOLD TO OTHER WORKS BY
EMMA ZEGERS:

rights available to all countries

‘A raw, heartfelt and
intimate story that is so
much bigger and more
important than the paper it
is printed on.’
Dutch YA author Rima Orie

NEW ADULT

FREE STROKE
An intense new adult novel with contemporary themes
about the dangers of social media

'You have a top-notch motivation, that
has always been one of your stronger
assets,' he said. 'But you can't play
sports at top level like this.' The school
principal didn't even look at her as he
addressed her. 'We have to think
about your healing process. It's better
if you don't finish the year.'
Evi swallowed. She didn't want to hear
this. Was he serious? She couldn't miss
swimming - not for an entire school
year.

player - and the attraction between
them is obvious from the start.
That's why Evi doesn't understand why
Mick keeps her at arm's length....

Due to an injury, Evi has to take a break
from her sports studies. She decides to
take a tempory job at the local pool,
where she meets a sexy water polo

Two people struggling with pain they'd
rather not show. Two lives that collide
in unexpected ways.

What should have been a great evening
out ends up like nightmare for Steven.
He is falsely accused of rape on
Facebook. The power of social media
wreaks havoc on his life and before he
knows it, he is a pariah in his own town.
How can he pick up his life from here?

Suzanne Peters (1985) is
a fulltime copywriter
and author. Besides
writing, she loves to
read. Every year she
devours dozens of
books. Suzanne likes to
keep challenging herself
and loves to learn new
things.

MORE INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS:

Sold 250 copies in the first month
reading sample in English available
63,000 words

RIGHTS SOLD TO OTHER WORKS BY
SUZANNE PETERS:

rights available to all countries

‘This is the kind of book that
should be read in every
classroom around the
country. A total must-read
and page turner!’
Bright Blue Books, YA book
blog

CHILDREN'S
LITERATURE

CHRISTOPHER PLUM
SERIES
The 'Christopher Plum' series is based in Arthurian mythology
and is an exciting adventure for ages 10+

SUMMARY
Join Christopher on a magical
adventure, where legends become
reality and dangerous villains lurk....
Christopher Plum is not a hero. He's not
brave or strong and can't really do
anything special. But that will soon
change....
Christopher's life is turned upside down
when he finds a magical sword in a secret
tunnel under his house. A strange voice
instructs him to bring the sword to safety.
But that's not easy when it turns out that
two villains are after it, who want to use
it to rule the world.

Christopher gets magical help from
special friends. But will that help arrive
in time? An exciting adventure, packed
with magic, legends AND.... two hilarious
villains!

FOR FANS
OF

Rick Riordan

According to Tamara Geraeds,
life is too short to get bored.
That's why her stories are
always fast-paced, and there
are surprises around every
corner.
Fantasy is Tamara's favorite
genre. She's still trying to find
her own magical powers. So far
she has dicovered the power of
writing and hugging.

MORE INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS:

1000 copies sold in the first year
reading samples in English available /
50,000 words
RIGHTS SOLD:

rights available to all countries

‘Christopher Plum and the
Sword of Despair is a
smoothly written story and
contains many exciting
scenes that just make you
want to read on to find out
more.’
Michael Reefs, Dutch
bestselling children's book
author

CHILDREN'S
LITERATURE

THE SECRET OF THE OLD
BEACH HOUSE
A magical debut about a mysterious house on the coast of
Cornwall

SUMMARY
A living house, nightmares, a mysterious
cat, and a shoebox full of surprises.
One day Chiara receives a letter from a
certain Quentin Q, who turns out to be an
old friend. He invites her to visit his old
beach house in St Ives. He has found a
box of things that belong to her in the
attic.
How is that possible? Chiara has never
been to St Ives, nor does she know
anyone who lives there. The shoebox is
the beginning of an exciting search in the
old beach house and on the beach.
Fortunately, Paul, Quentin's nephew,
joins her in her adventure.

Travel to Cornwall together with Chiara
and discover the secrets of the old beach
house and the magic of the sea.
Filled with illustrations from debut artist
Mariska Maas (Rubre Art)
Isolde is fond of fantasy and
wrote a children's book filled
with magic. The story is set in
Cornwall, Great Britain. In
addition to figuring out how
thick a book should be and how
to shape a story, she did
research on the location and on
fairy tales and legends she
refers to in her book.

MORE INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS:

will be published in September 2021
reading sample in English available /
44,000 words
RIGHTS SOLD:

rights available to all countries

‘What Isolde has done well
is to create a puzzle. Piece
by piece you put those
puzzle pieces in place. In the
process, there is a lot of
attention for the
atmosphere in the beach
house and on the coast.’
Mara Li, Dutch YA fantasy
author

CHILDREN'S
LITERATURE

THE LEGEND OF THE
FIREBIRD
'The Legend of the Firebird' sold 1000 copies within one year
after release and was a firm favorite in the children's book
blogosphere
SUMMARY
One cold winter’s day, Ravian finds a
beautiful, colored feather. He is sure that
it must be the famed magical feather of
the Firebird from legends. Acoording to
the old tales, the one who finds the
Feather must place it in the Yellow Stone,
far away in the mountains. If not, the
finder’s village will never flourish.
Ravian is from a poor village and his little
sister is terminally ill. A quest fraught
with danger and ordeal lies ahead. In
secret, he leaves the village.

Soon Ravian finds out just how difficult
his journey is - magical beings and
malicious people continue to cross his
path. But wondrous and marvelous
things happen to the boy too.
Will Ravian succeed in his quest and put
the magical feather in the Yellow Stone?

FOR FANS
OF

Tonke Dragt
FAMOUS DUTCH
CHILDREN"S AUTHOR

Femke Dekker is the author of
many children's books and
young adult novels. Her
bestselling series is called
'Stories from the Witches' Den',
which is published by Gottmer
in The Netherlands. Her
children's fantasy book The
Legend of the Firebird has been
compared to Tonke Dragt's
early work.

MORE INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS:

1000 copies sold in the first year
full manuscript in English available /
30,000 words
black-and-white illustrations by Els van
Egeraat, who illustrated several
children's books written by Paul van
Loon
RIGHTS SOLD:

rights available to all countries

‘A skillfully written,
exciting, magical and
colorful adventure about
courage, true friendship
and the love of a family.’
Hilda Spruit, winner of the
Young Jury Debut Award
2016
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